[Biological parameters of the efficiency of retinoic acid in acute leukemia].
We have previously shown that all-trans retinoic acid therapy is an alternative therapy for acute promyelocytic leukemia (AML3) via differentiation of the leukemic cells. The t(15;17) translocation is specifically found in this leukemia. We and others have shown that through this translocation the RAR alpha gene is rearranged and its expression altered in AML3 cells. The gene is truncated and fused to a novel gene (PLM). This results in a fusion protein whose transactivating properties may be implicated in the leukemogenesis of this disease. Retinoic acid cytoplasmic binding proteins (CRABP and CRBP) are not detected by PAGE chromatography in normal or malignant hematopoietic cells. During all-trans RA therapy, a) all-trans RA plasma concentrations are within in vitro differentiating concentration (med. 0.4 microgram/ml); b) increased expression of the normal remaining RAR alpha allele is rapidly observed and may explain the paradoxical induction of RA differentiation in these cells; c) CRABPII is induced in the bone marrow cells of AML3 patients and remains detectable 1 month after withdrawal of RA. AML3 in relapse after RA therapy is always less sensitive to RA in vitro and in vivo. Our data suggest that modification of the metabolisation pathways of RA may be one of parameters linked to this resistance. It appears that the efficacy of all-trans RA is the resultant of multiple parameters (RA concentration, ratio of PML/RAR alpha transcripts to normal RAR alpha, CRABP) which need to be defined to efficiently monitor all-trans RA therapy in APL.